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Cinemark 
Theatres
Cinemark is a leader in the motion 
picture exhibition industry with over 500 
theatres and 5,000 screens in the U.S. 
and Latin America.

Content and personalization are key 
priorities for Cinemark’s digital 
communications.



Cinemark Digital 
Communications
Email, push notifications, 
SMS, in app

Focus on content, personalization, 
and enhancing the customer journey 
by highlighting Cinemark’s offerings:

● Movies, programs, and
special events

● Cinemark Movie Rewards:
Movie Club, Movie Fan

● Food & Beverage, merchandise,
and gift cards

● Theatre marketing



Film content in 
Cinemark Digital Communications



A single film can have as many as 50+ 
touchpoints in cross-channel campaigns

56

Touchpoints
Number of times the film 
BARBIE was referenced 
across email and push 

notifications



Breakdown of 
film content

Poster URL Formats

Rating Release
dateTitle Genre

Still

Synopsis

Blog 
still

Blog 
copy



Challenge



Frequency of film 
content input

50 x 5
[# of inclusions] x [# of fields]

# of times team inputs 
BARBIE content

250



Challenges created by manually 
inputting film content

Duplicate effort and time
Team inputs and stakeholders review multiple 
times

Creates room for error
Manual entry creates opportunity for mistakes

Limits personalization opportunity
Required manual content changes limit the 
placements and frequency of personalization

1
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Solution



Catalog Definition
With Catalog, you can store this information directly in Iterable and use it to personalize the messages you send.

Campaigns can use collections to search, at send time, the information stored in catalogs. Collections match 
users with catalog data based on their interests, preferences, locations, and historical activity—anything stored 
on their Iterable user profile.
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Catalog Definition



Catalog
Used as an asset manager

Catalog is a versatile feature – in 
addition to recommendations, it 
can be used as a reference 
table for content.



Formats

Rating Release
dateTitle Genre

Still

Synopsis

Blog 
still

Blog 
copy

Breakdown of 
film content

Poster URL



Template references 
catalog fields



Template rendered with catalog fields 
used for poster image, URL, and title



Setup



01
02
03
04

Define data and content structure
Prepare file
Upload to catalog
Set up templates to reference catalog

Setup



Poster URL Formats

Rating Release
dateTitle Genre

Still

Synopsis

Blog 
still

Blog 
copy

1. Define data and 
content structure
Breakdown of film content



poster url plf
Snipe

rating release
Datetitle genre

still

synopsis

blog
Still

blog
Copy

1. Define data and 
content structure
Defined Catalog fields



Create a CSV file with the catalog 
field names as the column headers, 
and populating the values in their 
respective columns.

Tip: set the format to “Text” before 
populating the file to preserve 
formatting

Tip: consider where to define the 
UTM tag – in catalog or template

2. Prepare file



Upload to catalog and set 
the data type for each field

3. Upload 
to Catalog



1. Set the Catalog handlebar to 
sandwich the area that will 
reference this specific entry with:

{{#catalog “CatalogName” “key” as 
|catalogName|}}
{{#catalog “MovieContent” 
“godzillaXKongTheNewEmpire” as |movie|}}

2. Replace hard coded content with 
handlebars using:

{{catalogName.fieldName}}
{{movie.title}}
{{movie.genre}}
{{movie.rating}}
{{movie.poster}}
{{movie.altText}}
{{movie.url}}

4. Set up templates 
to reference catalog
One-time setup for each template 
that allows for updates and 
cloning with ease



Demo



Results & Impact



Since implementing in May 2023:

208
Est. hours 

saved

575
Movies added 

to catalog

3K
Duplicate setups 

eliminated



Theatre 
Information

Expanding use cases

Asset management 
and personalization

Catalog used to store theatre-specific 
information, amenities, and offers



Offers
Asset management 
and personalization

Expanding use cases

In addition to storing offer 
details, Catalog can also be 
used to determine when to 
display content



Food & 
Beverage

Loyalty

Expand to other business areas
Future opportunities



Segmentation 
using Catalog data

Personalization

Future opportunities

Catalog can be used as a 
reference table in segmentation, 
matching profile attributes to 
catalog fields

Tip: profile and catalog field 
values must match exactly



Impact

In addition to streamlining our process through 
significant time savings and reduced error, 
Catalog will allow us to scale our personalization 
efforts further across all campaigns



Follow us!
Not everyone is a leader, be a follower. 
For marketing tips, tricks, and updates, 
scan to follow us on all social platforms.


